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The End of Art (LIVE on June 23, 1pm HKT)

Is it the end of art or just the beginning? Before COVID-19, art was saturating every aspect
of our lives online and off. Now, during the COVID pandemic, museums and galleries are
closed and some may never reopen and the economy is contracting, restricting
possibilities for artists and collectors. While prospects for art appear dismal, do we need art
more than ever before? Our expert panelists will bring decades of experience and their
professional perspectives to this fascinating topic. They will help us understand the future
of the art scene in Hong Kong and around the globe.

Join our Executive Director Mark Barnekow, MBA’88 for an inspiring conversation with our
guests Alice Mong (Asia Society Hong Kong Center), Daisy Wang (Hong Kong Palace
Museum) and Pauline J. Yao, AM’98 (M+).

REGISTER NOW

100YLA Online Conversation Series: Responsibilities Across
Generations (July 2)

Today, younger generations are expected to provide care for their elder parents, especially
in Asia.  Simultaneously, many seniors are providing childcare to their children’s dual
income families to allow them to participate in the labor force. These generationally-
intertwined responsibilities often create stronger family bonds, but sometimes they can
lead to tension and conflict no matter what cultural belief systems underpin these
relationships. As families become even more complex in Asia and around the world with
an increase in life expectancy, family members find themselves renegotiating the family
contract.

Join us for an engaging conversation with Professor Kate Cagney and her special guests
for Episode 5 of “100 Year Lives in Asia:  Responsibilities Across Generations”.

REGISTER NOW

Superpower Showdown: Discussion of New Book by Bob Davis
and Lingling Wei (June 25)

US-Chinese relations have been strained as the world’s two largest economies have
engaged in trade conflict – escalating with the imposition of tariffs under the Trump
Administration. In a new book, Superpower Showdown: How the Battle Between Trump
and Xi Threatens a New Cold War, veteran journalists Bob Davis and Lingling Wei, explore
the political and economic dynamics of US-China relations. 

BFI-China will host Davis and Wei for a virtual discussion of their book, moderated by
Booth Professor of Finance and BFI-China Director Zhiguo He. They will be joined by
Booth Professor of Economics Chang-Tai Hsieh and Tsinghua University Dean of School
of Economics & Management Chong En Bai for a roundtable discussion on the book and
the broader topic of US-China trade relationships.

DETAILS

Impact of COVID-19 on Property and Equity Investments in
Greater China (June 27)

Join us to discuss COVID-19's impact on Greater China property and equity investments,
featuring Samuel Chu, Co-founder, Managing Partner and Chief Investment Officer of
Phoenix Property Investors, and Renee Hung, Deputy Chief Investment Officer of Value
Partners Group.  Mark Barnekow, Executive Director of UChicago Yuen Campus in Hong
Kong will provide this session’s opening remarks.

DETAILS
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